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Today, we have the privilege of helping eight students take their next step up 
in rank in Shotokan karate. As instructors, it is so rewarding to see students 
progress to this important milestone.

This program contains statements by Enso karate students as they reflect on 
their dan rank. We hope that their words inform and inspire you. Each of them 
exemplify qualities that we strive to develop in ourselves and in our students. 

On behalf of all our instructors and senior students, we congratulate our 
examinees for having the discipline, courage, and perseverance to advance further down the path. We 
hope that karate training has strengthened your bodies and minds, instilled a sense of respect for others, 
and enriched your lives with friendship and joy. We know that you will embrace the new challenges and 
responsibilities that come with your next rank. There is so much more to learn and experience, and we 
are excited for our future training together.

To our instructors and their predecessors, students in our dojo community, parents, family members, and 
friends: we would like to thank you for making this achievement possible.

        Sensei Jay and Denise Nacu 
        November 15, 2014

Testing Criteria
Kihon (basics)
Overall form 
Stances 
Body connection 
Stamina 
Posture 
Speed & power 
Spirit & intent

Kumite (sparring)
Attacking 
Blocking & countering 
Timing 
Distance & target 
Kime (focus) 
Speed & power 
Spirit & intent

Kata (formations)
Correct technique 
Transitions 
Concentration 
Rhythm 
Dynamics 
Breathing 
Spirit & intent

Character
Mental strength 
Physical strength 
Etiquette 
Discipline 
Respectfulness 
Humility

Other factors to be considered are hours of training, attendance, age, and individual limitations.

Examinees
Students Testing for Nidan 
(Second Degree Black Belt) 
Marco Martina 
Students Testing for Shodan 
(First Degree Black Belt) 
AJ Cesar 
Elaine Cesar 
Katie Coleman 
Rahmil Magsino 
Maile Nacu 
Jojo Nierras 
Toby Nierras

Judges 
Special Guest Judge 
Dwight Holley (8th Dan) 
Enso Shotokan 
Karate Judges 
Jay Nacu (4th Dan) 
Saul Notario (4th Dan) 
Omaun Covington (3rd Dan) 
Alex Fernandez (3rd Dan) 
Gerardo Fernandez (3rd Dan) 
Virginia Fernandez (3rd Dan) 
Randy Hall (3rd Dan) 
Denise C. Nacu (3rd Dan)

Enso Black Belt Assistants 
Chris Cinnamon (2nd Dan) 
Sam Frame (2nd Dan) 
Allahrice Wallin (1st Dan)
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I have been practicing Shotokan for more than 
20 years. I have trained in five different dojos in 
three countries (two in Europe and the USA). 
Every time I moved from one city to another, 
the Shotokan dojo was among the very first 
places I visited, and I always found that it was 
an ideal place to meet good and interesting 
people. In my opinion, the reason for this is that 
Shotokan teaches hard work, discipline, increased 
confidence and self-control. Thus, at the dojo, you 
always meet people that are respectful and that 
share a commitment to better themselves. What 
else would we want in people around us?

Why, almost 15 years after obtaining my Shodan, did I decide to test for Nidan? There are multiple 
reasons, but the main reason is that I needed to challenge myself in order to find the time to train 
more often. I spend long hours at work, seven days/week, and the energy barrier to find the time for 
additional activities is really high. The decision to test has helped me to carve out a few hours every week.
Independently of what the result of the test will be, this has proven to be the best decision I made in a 
very long time.
It is often said that the journey is better than the destination; in this case, it is definitely true.
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the world of Shotokan 
karate has thus far been 
a long and winding one, 
and one that has shaped 
who I am today and 
how I look at tomorrow. 
I had started in karate in 
college, training under 
Sensei Bambouyani, 
and for two years, 
spent a lot of my time 
in various aspects of 
the art. Out of college, 
though, other priorities 
took precedence, and I 
had to spend time away 
from the art. I missed 
training, and eventually 
came back when Sensei 
Jay and Sensei Denise 
opened Enso. Again I 
continued my journey 
and achieved my 1st 
kyu rank. Life soon 
changed course and 
blessed me with my first 
child, Nathan.
Between the 
responsibilities of 
work and home, I had 
to give up karate for a 
while. This time almost 
six years had passed 

before I could again 
train. It was a difficult 
process, coming 
back to training. My 
body had to re-learn 
many things, as well 
as just getting back 
into shape. Caring for 
two children, work, 
and the ever-present 
effects of just getting 
older can take its toll. 
Despite all the time 
not training, there 
were aspects of karate 
that had never left. 
The principles that 
were instilled in me 
  — seek perfection of 
character, be faithful, 
endeavor, respect 
others, refrain from 
violent behavior -- are 
all values that I hold 
true in all aspects of 
my life and are all 
values that I hope to 
instill in my children. 
And those values 
are what drive me to 
continue to train, to 
push through the pain, 
exhaustion, iced knees, 
and aching back.

Karate teaches me to 
set aside my pride, 
and know that I can 
learn and grow from 
everyone. Not just 
the senior teachers, 
but all the karate-ka, 
especially those who are 
half my age and twice 

my energy. Achieving 
Shodan will be a 
significant milestone in 
my journey as a karate-
ka. However, I will 
always know that it is 
another beginning, not 
an end.

“At the dojo, you always 
meet people that are 
respectful and that 

share a commitment to 
better themselves. What 
else would we want in 
people around us?”

MARCOMARTINA
Testing for Nidan
Training since 1993
51 years old

RAHMILMAGSINO
Testing for Shodan
Training since 1995
38 years old
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For as long as I can remember, I have always been 
searching for something “more” in life. You can 
imagine that, at age 18, as a freshly-graduated high 
school student with big, passionate dreams in a city 
that felt like my own playground, I was in the highest 
pursuit of this “more.” Toward that pursuit, my uncle, 
Sensei Jay, offered me an opportunity to train in 
Shotokan karate. I was hesitant and, frankly, terrified 
— but Sensei Jay can be very convincing. In no time, I 
found myself in a small Oak Park gym in a gi, a white 
belt, and what felt like the biggest weight of fear and 
the smallest bit of confidence. I had only intended to 
get through the next few classes before I marked it off 
my “I tried, but it didn’t work out” list.

Present day — It’s safe to say that I made it through 
those next few classes. And the list? Well, as I’ve 
grown, I’ve learned to get rid of it and create a new 
one: “I’ve tried, and I will keep trying.” Shotokan 
Karate has become a deep-rooted part of my everyday 
life and is, undoubtedly, number one on that list. I am 
thankful that four years ago, my uncle believed that 
I could be greater than I ever thought I could be — 
something he has never stopped doing for all of us.

At age 22, the search for “more” continues and can be 
difficult. If there’s one thing I’ve learned through this 
journey, it’s that it’s not always about an end result — 

it’s about savoring the small things. It’s about feeling 
the cold, hard wood underneath your feet, sweaty 
hugs after a rigorous class from the greatest friends 
you’ll ever meet, training alongside your supportive 
little brother, the passion that brings an entire 
community together, and the realization that will you 
have triumphant days, but you will have even more 
discouraging days that will drive you to work harder.

Being a black belt is all these things for me. It is the 
continuous appreciation and discovery for self-
improvement and being the best “you” that you can be, 
in hopes that you will inspire others to do the same.

I have had the great opportunity to train with Enso 
Shotokan Karate since 2010. I first started training 
with my cousin Virgil at the Oak Park location. 
There are many steps toward getting your black 
belt. It takes commitment, hard work, and lots of 
dedication. When I started, I had little interest for 
karate, but people and experiences made this journey 
unforgettable. Specifically, my sister does a lot for me, 
and I have been really lucky to have her by my side 
during this karate adventure. From driving me to the 
dojo, giving me advice, motivating me, and cheering 
me on from the stands, to something as small as 
making sure I have water to drink in class, having her 
there has made all the difference.

Outside of training in the dojo, my interest in 
competing in tournaments began fairly early. But it 
wasn’t until I became an intermediate that I began to 
take training and preparing for competitions more 
seriously. Within the past few years, I have competed 
in state, national, and international tournaments. I 
reached a point in my journey as a karate-ka where I 
did not feel confident in my kumite, which resulted 
in me taking a break from kumite for a year. When 
I mustered the courage to better my kumite, I began 
taking private lessons with Sensei Omaun. It was there 
that I learned that the fight is not with my opponent, 
but with myself. Sensei Omaun has not only helped 
me gain confidence in kumite, but has become an 
influential role model in my life.

My biggest accomplishment in competition so far has 
been an invitation to represent the AAU USA Team 
in Poland for the WUKF World Championships. The 
experience was amazing, and I was lucky to share it 
with Sensei Jay and friends at my dojo. Competing in 
tournaments has helped my karate in many aspects: 
I have attained a greater sense of hard work, I have 
built strong relationships with my teammates in and 
outside of the dojo, and I have learned the importance 
of continuing to try, whether you win or lose.

I like to call Enso my second family. It’s great to know 
that all of these people have my best interest at heart 
and support me in what I do. Karate has changed my 
personality more than anything else. It has taught me 
to show respect to my elders and superiors. Another 
thing that karate has taught me is to make the right 
decisions or you could end up being something less 
than you could have been. Some of my best friends 
are the people I do karate with, and they have changed 
me as well. Without the karate community in my life, I 
would not be the person I am today. 

AJCESAR
Testing for Shodan
Training since 2010
13 years old

ELAINECESAR
Testing for Shodan
Training since 2010
22 years old

“I am thankful that four 
years ago, my uncle believed 
that I could be greater than 

I ever thought I could be 
— something he has never 

stopped doing for all of us.”



Even as I was discovering my love for karate, though, 
I (like everyone) faced some challenges. I am 
overweight, which creates some physical but mostly 
mental barriers; I often feel self-conscious of the way 
I look or how easily I get winded or red in the face. 

And I have always been extremely uncomfortable 
with the thought of hitting people, so my progress in 
kumite has been very slow. But these challenges, as 
challenges often do, led to the best lessons I’ve learned 
from studying karate:

The competition is with yourself. I no longer think 
about doing a better kata than the student next to 
me; I think about doing a better kata than the one 
I did yesterday. I no longer worry about winning 
kumite matches; I think about fighting a little better 
than I did in the last match. One of my most proud 
moments in karate was during my kumite match 
at last year’s AAU Regional Tournament. I lost the 
match by a wide margin, but it was the first time I 
sparred at a tournament, the first time I scored a 
point in a match, the first time people watching me 
spar didn’t make me feel nervous, and the first time I 
remember feeling comfortable on my feet in a match. 
Expanding your comfort zone is key. It’s no secret that 
I’m a lot less comfortable with the “martial” than 
the “art.” I remember the first time I was asked to 
hit a blue bag; I literally couldn’t do it. I just didn’t 
understand how to strike something. So learning how 
to actually hit a person was a long road for me – one 
I’m still traveling and will be for some time. 
Showing up is what it’s all about. People who don’t 
train in martial arts think it’s all about being able to 
walk through a scary parking lot without fear; I think 
it’s just about showing up.
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I have been doing karate since I was three years old.  I 
first started karate becuase my parents, Sensei Jay and 
Sensei Denise, were teaching all the time at Enso.  I 
thought that it would be a good activity for me.  Now 
I train 5-6 days a week, for at least one hour a day.  I 
train at both the Chicago and 
Oak Park locations, and I also 
help with some of Enso’s after-
school programs. 
I like karate because I get to 
meet new friends, and karate 
is something my whole family 
does together.  Even my aunts, 
uncles, and cousins practice 
with me.  I really think that 
it has brought us closer as a 
family, and that is very important to me.  Another 
reason why karate is great is because I get to compete 
in tournaments and test my skills with other girls, 
and sometimes boys, my own age and rank.  I have 
competed in local, national, and international level 
competitions, and I have won medals in kihon, kata, 
team kata and kumite events. 
I enjoy kata because it helps me memorize things, even 

When I started doing karate six years ago, my only 
goal was to find a form of exercise that didn’t feel like 
exercise   — and karate was a bulls-eye. I was so busy 
thinking about if my knee was caving in, hips were 
open, fingers were together, and eyes were toward my 
opponent that class would fly by. Only when it was 
over did I realize what a sweaty mess I was. I thought: 
“Finally, exercise that doesn’t feel like a chore!”
As the years passed, karate moved from a “not chore” 
to something I actually enjoyed. A lot of that has to 
do with the amazing people at the dojo. My Filipino 
Family, who are so kind and generous and fun to be 
around. The little kids who make me laugh. The teens 
who make me feel welcome and accepted even though 
I am an awkward adult. The college kids who ask for 
advice and eventually become my friends. The men 
who challenge and teach me without intimidation. 
The “karate moms” who make me feel like part of the 
conversation about their families. 
But I still never thought I’d ever test for my Black Belt. 
I kept thinking I’d eventually hit a physical wall or just 
get tired of it. In fact, the opposite happened – the 
thought of giving up a single minute at the dojo started 
to feel insane.

KATIECOLEMAN
Testing for Shodan
Training since 2008
32 years old

MAILENACU
Testing for Shodan
Training since 2007
9 years old

“I like karate because I get 
to meet new friends, and it’s 
something my whole family 
does together. I think it has 

brought us closer.”

in everyday life. At first, I liked kata because it was fun 
learning the different sequences of each kata. Now, I try 
to think about how I can apply the kata movements in 
self defense and that makes kata more meaningful.  My 
favorite katas right now are Kanku Dai and Empi. 

I want to get my black belt 
because I want to follow my mom 
and dad and become a Sensei 
one day. There are not many 
girls my age who can say that 
they have earned a black belt, 
and that is very exciting to me.  I 
understand that receiving a black 
belt means that I will have more 
responsibilities, but I am up for 
that challenge.  Getting 

my black belt will be the start of a new journey 
in my karate practice. 
I would like to thank my parents for bringing karate into 
my life.  I would like to thank my brother, Mateo, for 
always bringing out my best when we compete against 
each other.  Finally, I would like to thank all of the Sensei 
and Sempai at Enso and from all over the world who 
have helped me in my path to testing for my black belt.



When I was four years old, I started karate in my 
Uncle Saul’s basement along with my two other 
siblings, Kathryn and Toby. I wish I could say that I 
loved it right off the bat, but I didn’t. All of us stopped 
for about three years. When I was in 4th grade, Toby 
and I decided to start up again at Enso’s Oak Park 
location, where we had made it to our 4th kyu and 
stopped once more because I started to get involved 
with basketball and volleyball. This break from karate 

lasted about two years. In 2011, I heard that Enso was 
going to be doing a flashmob, and I asked Sensei Jay 
if I could participate in it. I have been training consis-
tently after school and on weekends ever since. 

Through karate, I have met and become very close 
to some of the most amazing people. Being a part of 
Enso has given me friendships that I never thought I’d 
have, and there are not enough words to express how 
thankful I am for it.

Over the years, I have come to learn that karate is 
much more than just moving up in ranks, or where 
you stand in the line-up. Karate is self-discipline, self-
control, self-respect. Karate is molding of character. It 
has enabled me to see different perspectives in every-
thing I do. Karate has become such a part of me that I 
would be distressed without it. Becoming a black belt 
would just be the beginning of a long journey for me, 
and I look forward to many more years of training 
with everyone at Enso. 
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arts. I started training when I was four or five years 
old with my sister, Jojo, because Kathryn had already 
been doing karate before us. Joining karate and 
training together was a very fun bonding experience. 
I remember the day that I started. I was very scared to 
be training with my uncle, Sensei Saul. I did not know 
what to expect. We all trained for about two years, 
and then we stopped training for some reason.

Years went by without training until one night, our 
uncle called us and told us to be ready for him to 
pick us up and go to karate. We started to train again. 
We trained for about two years and competed in a 
tournament or two. I think I managed to take second 
place in kata at one tournament. My uncle didn’t want 
us sparring competitively just yet, so we didn’t. My 
sister and I did participate in team kata with another 
kid named Charlie, and I think we actually won first 
place. Sooner or later, we stopped again.

Three years ago, my sister Kathryn started training 
again. Me and my sister were invited to do the flash 
mob with Enso! We went to one practice for the flash 
mob and after that, we just kept going to class and 
training regularly. We have been training ever since, 
and stopping isn’t even in question anymore.

Since coming back, I have been going to tournaments 
and taking part in Enso’s competition team. I have 
gotten pretty serious when it comes to competing, 
as I have competed in national and international 
tournaments and have won numerous medals. This 
past summer, I tried out for and was honored to have 
made the AAU USA National Team with five other 
people from my team.

I am so thankful to be where I am right now. I’m so 
happy that we started to train again because I have 
made amazing relationships with amazing people. 
I find it almost impossible to put into words what 
karate means to me. Karate is not simply a hobby 
for me. It goes way beyond that. Being a black belt 
to me means that I have reached a life-long goal of 
something that I have been more passionate about 
than any other activity. A black belt to me is a symbol 
of how far you have came as a karate-ka.

JOJONIERRAS
Testing for Shodan
Training since 2007
16 years old

TOBYNIERRAS
Testing for Shodan
Training since 2004
15 years old

“Karate is self-discipline, 
self-control, self-respect.

Karate is molding 
of character.

It has enabled me to see 
different perspectives in 

everything I do.”



“Karate cannot be adequately learned in a short space of time.
Like a torpid bull, regardless of how slowly it moves, it will eventually
cover a thousand miles. So, too, for one who resolves to study karate

diligently two or three hours every day. After three or four years of
unremitting effort, one’s body will undergo a great transformation

revealing the very essence of karate.”
– Anko Itosu, the grandfather of modern karate

ENSO CHICAGO
412 S. Wells St., 7th Floor

Chicago, IL  60607

ENSO OAK PARK
1045 S. Kenilworth Ave.

Oak Park, IL  60304

ENSO SOUTH
3510 W. 63rd Street
Chicago, IL  60629


